




 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 









 
Summary: 

 

The legal nature for the crime of money laundering  

 

 

The phenomena of money laundry is considered as one of the most important and the 

most dangerous in the modern period, as it raised many legal and legislative problems 

around it, especially in what is related to the legal adjustment of money laundering 

and the suitability of this modern phenomena to the traditional criminal adjustments 

that found a way for treating other social phenomena. Due to the fact that the elements 

of this phenomena are internationally spread, many obstacles that prevent or limit the 

effective treatment of this crime of money laundering. 

 

Through the deep study of this phenomena we find in its elements that require 

analyzing and subjective study, that takes in it accurately the internal legislative 

jurispundence and the international legal resources in order to realize this phenomena 

and the problems that surround it, other legal and economical scholar's opinions that 

studied this phenomena were also learned. 

 

We realized that the subject of this research should be taken as follows: 

 

Part one : This part was dedicated for introducing the phenomena of money 

laundrying and the factors and the reasons that helped in creating and increasing it 

within the investment and economical projects, and how modern scientific techniques 

were used in illegal way in order to execute the acts of money laundering. 

In the second section of this part the danger of this phenomena was discussed and the 

reasons for considering it as a crime, as well as its influence on the political, 

economical and social regions in the countries, and to specify the Islamic legal 

system's (shari'a)point of view. 

 

Part two : This part was dedicated to specify the legal frame of this crime, through 

sorting out the basic pillars it is based on, and to specify the elements of the criminal 

behavior in it, in order to specify the legal construction of this modern phenomena ( 

section one),then the criminal and the traditional adjustments that are represented in 

describing the criminal contribution and the crime of hiding stolen things was 

discussed and that is in order to specify the suitability of those descriptions to the 

money laundry operations, and the need of a specify independent legislation that 

considers this phenomena as a crime(section two). 

 

Part three: In this part we took the issue of money laundry and the ways for 

preventing it on the national and international scales in (section one). to this section 

we also discussed money countries steps for preventing and we also clarified the need 

of internal legislations that consider money laundry as a crime and punish those who 

commit it. the second section was dedicated for the Palestinians legislator's point of 

view regarding this issue, through discussing related laws especially the illegal profit 

law. To this section we also discussed the Palestinian authorities strategy and the 

possibility of penetrating it by money laundry groups. 
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